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In past articles we have shown how to use Terrain Maker® hexes
to model realistic flat land, hills, rivers, and so on for your table
top battlefield. However, an army cannot stay long in one spot
without altering the landscape to improve its natural defensive or
offensive characteristics. In this issue we will share tips on how to
make and properly place defensive tactical fortifications on your
Terrain Maker battle board.

During WWII the Wehrmacht developed a sophisticated and
highly successful defensive doctrine as Germany lost its strategic
initiative in the latter stages of the war. With these superior tactics
German soldiers consistently inflicted butcher bills disproportion-
al to ground yielded on foes with vastly superior material. This
basic doctrine is still valid today and has been copied
extensively by modern armies.

The German defensive line was based on a
series of zones built in favorable terrain,
with troop deployment placing depth
paramount over density. Choosing
fortification locations required
meticulous care. Whenever possible,
trenches and bunkers were located on
reverse slopes while obvious
positions, such as tree lines, were
avoided. This inhibited the
effectiveness of enemy forward
artillery spotters. For the same reason,
equal care was paid to the placement and
maintenance of dummy positions. 

During construction, underbrush was cleared
from killing zones, but brush within a yard or two of
the parapets was considered vital for concealment and was left
uncut. Trenches were dug heaping earth behind the trench to
avoid silhouetting defenders. Then natural features were modified
to improve their defensive capabilities. For example, slopes were
steepened to improve anti-tank characteristics.

Each fortification’s perimeter was rimmed with barbed wire and
minefields. Mines and wire by themselves weren’t intended to stop

an enemy, rather these obstacles were to channel an attack into
prepared killing zones. Therefore real and dummy minefields were
posted with Achtung Minen! warning signs. Though openings in
German minefields were marked, they directed an attacker into
false havens bore-sighted with heavy weapons fire. Minefield
paths permitting rapid defender deployment between strong points
remained secret and unmarked. Platoon and company mine belts
also contained powerful remote controlled bombs. 

The first zone of a defensive front contained a network of
listening posts positioned astride likely avenues of attack. Placed
5,000 to 7,000 yards from the main line, within the range of
friendly medium artillery, each listening post was linked to its

parent headquarters by radio or telephone cable.
Soldiers manning the first zone did not contest

territory. Rather, their job was to sound the
alarm and supply continuous flow of

intelligence to headquarters while
withdrawing along a predetermined

route to a second zone strongpoint.
The job of forward observer
demanded technical skill and nerves
of steel and was thus assigned to
veteran and trusted men. 

The second defensive zone contained
clusters of squad strongpoints

organized into platoon and then
company fortifications. Placed 2,000 to

5,000 yards from the main line, within
range of friendly light artillery, these squad

strongpoints performed like single cells within a
larger organism. Each position was self-contained

but interdependent on the organization of the parent
formation’s strong point. A squad position was built around a
heavy weapon, such as a mortar or infantry gun, with a 360° field
of fire. Each squad was then linked and supported by other squads
within the larger parent fortification. Two forward and one reserve
squad position, along with a command post, formed a platoon
strongpoint. Two forwardand one reserve position formed a
company strong point and so on, up to the regimental level.
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During the initial stages of battle, to avoid enemy prepatory
bombardments, forward positions remained lightly manned until a
listening post spotted an advancing enemy force and sounded the
alarm. Then, working with a steady stream of intelligence from
the listening posts, command staffs directed artillery fire and
troops to threatened sectors. The effectiveness of these counter-
measures were continually assessed by the local commander,
whose recommendations were disseminated up the command
chain. As the enemy closed range, fire commenced along these
guidelines. Infantry targets were engaged by MGs at 1,300 yards
and rifle fire at 850 yards.  Because German anti-tank guns
smaller than 75mm lacked long range
punch, armoured targets were hit at 200
yards. Any survivors or cripples were
dispatched by hidden panzerjäger teams.  

If the enemy could not be defeated at a
distance, the defender then prepared to
shift rapidly within and between
prepared positions. This tactical
flexibility allowed maximum firepower to
be placed on enemy shock troops while
avoiding their small arms and artillery
counter-fire. 

If these tactics failed, a strongpoint’s 
360° arc of fire allowed it to continue
functioning even if overrun. Once an
encirclement occurred, another battle
plan was rapidly implemented. Sister 
fortifications applied all available
firepower directly on the strongpoint. If
this alone did not break the enemy, the
strongpoint's parent HQ ordered its
combat reserve to counterattack. If this
failed, the surrounding men launched a
breakout themselves and escaped along

predetermined routes. Once the enemy occupied the abandoned
position, headquarters was notified and the outpost was
immediately shelled with a preregistered barrage and counterat-
tacked.  For this battle plan to hold any success, all its phases had
to be implemented without pause or delay. This was especially
critical during 1944–45 when enemy numbers and material
became so overwhelming that any indecision or hesitation
allowing the enemy to regain momentum or consolidate his
strength spelt disaster. Because of this, every German soldier had
to know the battle plan, understand his place within the plan, and
act decisively without prompting from a superior. 

Cutting the hex
pieces will go
much easier if
you change the

knife blades often. When the blade stops going through the
foam like butter, change it out. You will save yourself time and
save the pieces from becoming a crumbly mess. The not-quite-
sharp-enough-for-foam blades will still be pretty sharp and can
be used for other projects.

To build a geomorphic trench, exit the hex at a common 
point like you would do for a road or river network. This 
system also works for irrigation channels, anti-tank ditches,
and canals. 

Because of the geomorphic properties of the Terrain Maker
system, fortifications can also be “built” by a micro army dur-
ing the course of a game. If a player opts to dig in, simply pop
out the hex and replace it with a modified hex.

MODELING TRENCHES WITH TERRAIN MAKER HEXES
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For this project you will need:

• TM2 (1/4 inch) hexes
• straight edge
• pencil
• sharp hobby knife & extra blades
• white glue
• paint, flocking, etc. to match the rest of your board



2. Use the hobby knife to cut through the hex
along the guide lines, keeping the blade
perpendicular to the hex surface.
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1. To make a single hex fortification, sketch
out the trench layout on one 1/4 inch hex.

3. When you have finished cutting
along the guidelines, you will
have three separate pieces of hex
material.

4. You will definitely want a fresh, sharp blade
for this step. Carefully slice hex piece #2 in
half lengthwise making two pieces, each 1/8
inch high. One of these will become the
trench floor.

5. Smear a thin even layer of white glue on
the bottom of hex piece #3. After careful-
ly aligning it, affix it atop another 1/4
inch hex.

This happened because I didn’t change
blades often enough. It’s not a total loss,
though. Once the pieces are in place and
the hex is finished it will hardly show.

This hex is ready to cut.

6. Now smear a thin even layer of
glue on the bottom of one of the #2
hex pieces. Place it inside of hex
piece #3.

7. Repeat the process with hex piece #1and
place it inside piece #2.

Finish the hex with paint, grass, and foliage to match your battle board scheme. (Refer to the Terrain Maker instructions
included in each pack or to the September–October 2014 Tac News article “Modeling Desert Terrain.”)
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February 29, 2016 releases

C-47
AC111  1/pk  $15.95

1/285th Scale 
WWII Micro Armour®

WWII UK Light Anti-Tank Weapons
UK104  50 men/pk  $11.95

1/285th Scale WWII Micro Armour®

Centauro 105mm
N589  5/pk  $11.95

1/285th Scale Modern 
Micro Armour®

M1091 FMTV Tanker
N590  5/pk  $11.95

1/285th Scale Modern Micro Armour®

Peugeot P4
N591  5/pk  $11.95

1/285th Scale Modern 
Micro Armour®

ACR Devonshire
GWB33  1/pk  $11.95

1/2400th Scale Great War Micronauts®

CL Duguay-Trouin Class
FRN12  1/pk  $11.95

1/2400th Scale WWII Micronauts®

Coming Soon from GHQ
WWII Micro Armour:  M51 Quad .50 Trailer
Modern Micro Armour: Tigr with Kornet ATGM
Great War Micronauts: CL Karlsruhe
WWII Micronauts: DD Kagero Class

Find exclusive web specials available only with orders placed online through our
secure website at www.ghqmodels.com!


